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Resistive transition anisotropy in superconducting granular ceramics:
Interplay of effective medium approximation and percolation
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The resistive transitionr(T,H) in granular high-Tc superconductors is described by a combination of the
effective-medium approximation for anisotropic mixtures with the percolation theory. We found a single
parameter accounting for both the structural anisotropy as well as for the intrinsic resistivity anisotropy of a
single grain. We obtained a direct~no fitting parameters! estimate of the superconducting volume fractionf as
a function of temperature, as well as of the percolation thresholdf p and of the zero-resisitivity thresholdf 0.
The model describes successfully the experimentalr(T,H) dependence at different relative directions of thec
axis, the currentj and the magnetic fieldH in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ceramics. We provided estimates for the value
of the Josephson critical current between grains. The latter proves to be strongly suppressed even by weak
magnetic fieldsH,750 Oe. This results in the appearance of the field-induced excess resistivityDr that obeys
the dependence 1/Dr.11Hf /H, whereHf is the characteristic field trapped by a single Josephson contact.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.104509 PACS number~s!: 74.81.Bd, 74.72.Hs, 74.50.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the resistive transitionr(H,T) and its rela-
tion to the percolation phenomena in high-Tc superconduct-
ing granular ceramics remain an intriguing subject of inte
sive investigations for more than 15 years.1–5 The problem is
of great importance not only for a better understanding of
transport and magnetic properties of these compounds,
also for their applications as superconducting devices, s
as cables, magnets, etc. The granular structure of the higTc

ceramics is exhibited by a dispersion of the intrinsic tran
tion temperatureTc among different grains. Therefore withi
the transition region, such a ceramic is a mixture of sup
conducting and normal grains~SN mixture!. The problem
one faces is to describe consistently its transport and m
netic properties starting fromTonset, which corresponds to
the appearance of the first superconducting grain@or the first
deviation of r(T) from its normal behavior#, down to T0

where the resistivity drops to zero. The latter temperatur
determined by the percolation of the superconducting c
rents throughout the sample. The transition region can
quite wide, e.g., Tonset2T0*10 K in typical
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ceramics. This results not only from
variation of localTc but also from dispersion of the orienta
tion of grains6 with respect to the external magnetic fieldH,
from a nonhomogeneous distribution of fields and current
the sample, etc. The challenging problems are determin
the superconducting volume fractionf (T), the Josephson
critical current between grainsI w(T) ~here w stands for
weak!, and other characteristics of the high-Tc ceramics,
from the experimentalr(H,T) data.

Thus far, several models were introduced in order to
scribe the percolation of transport current through the n
work of Josephson contacts between superconducting gr
such as ‘‘brick-wall’’7 and ‘‘rail-switch’’8 models~see also
0163-1829/2003/67~10!/104509~9!/$20.00 67 1045
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an interesting numerical comparison9 of these models!. Both
models appear to be quite useful for the description of cr
cal current in Bi-based ceramics and tapes. However
terms of the resistive transition, these models deal explic
with the low-temperature part of ther(T) curve, where all
~or almost all! of the grains are already superconducting, t
resistivity is much less than the normal one and is de
mined exclusively by the Josephson contacts between gra

In this paper we suggest an approach that accounts fo
interplay between percolation of superconducting curre
through the weak links and spreading of the resistive tra
tion due to dispersion of the critical temperature~variation of
Tc among different grains!. The latter is usually described b
the effective-medium approximation~EMA!,10 which proves
to be very useful for the description of SN mixtures.11–15

However, EMA by itself is incapable of analyzing the who
resistive transitionr(T), especially its low-temperature par
whereT approachesT0. We combine the EMA, generalize
for anisotropic mixtures,14,16,17with the theory of percolation
of transport currents in SN mixtures.18–21These two theories
prove to be mutually complementary and together provide
effective tool for the analysis of the resistive transition r
gion in high-Tc ceramics.

The critical current in our approach is determined ph
nomenologically~by the density of channels in the percola
ing spanning cluster!. Thus we are not ‘‘competing’’ with the
brick-wall7 or rail-switch8 models whose goal is to describ
in detail the structure of percolating superconducting c
rents in the low-temperature part of ther(T) curve. Instead,
we analyze the resistivity in the whole temperature reg
starting fromTonset down toT0.

Using our method we findf (T) directly, without any fit-
ting parameters involved. We emphasize the difference
tween the percolation thresholdf p[ f (Tp) that manifests to
the appearance of a superconducting spanning cluster w
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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L. BURLACHKOV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 104509 ~2003!
r(Tp) remains finite, and the zero-resistivity thresholdf 0
[ f (T0)> f p that corresponds tor50. This difference re-
sults from the fact that atf 5 f p the spanning cluster is infi
nitely ‘‘thin’’ and cannot carry any finite transport currentI.
We find that for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ~BSCCO! ceramics one
can neglect the difference betweenf p and f 0 only for ex-
tremely small currentsI &1 mA that can hardly be achieve
in experiments. We show that the EMA provides a good
scription of the resistive transition atf , f p , i.e., at Tonset
.T.Tp . At f p, f , f 0 ~i.e., Tp.T.T0) the sample should
be considered as consisting of the spanning cluster and
nonspanning part connected in parallel. A combination of
EMA and the percolation theory helps to describe ther(T)
data in this region and to estimate the Josephson cri
currentsI w between grains. We also analyze the effect of
magnetic field on the transition and prove that small m
netic fieldsH,0.1 T affect the system mainly by suppres
ing I w .

We determine a single parameterq that characterizes th
effective anisotropy forT.Tp . The latter accounts for both
the structural anisotropy of BSCCO~large aspect ratio o
platelet-shaped grains! and the anisotropy of the normal re
sistivity of a single grain. For typical BSCCO ceramics the
two sources of anisotropy largely compensate each ot
thus the resulting effective anisotropy proves to be qu
modest.

II. EXPERIMENT: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pellets of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ~Ref. 22! were uniaxially
compacted at room temperature under the pressure
310 MPa, and then sintered at 860 °C for 100 h. The x-
spectra show the presence of an essentially single-p
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x , exhibiting about 87% alignment of th
platelet grains, with thec axis parallel to the direction of the
compaction. The electron microscope image, see Fig
shows that the grains are of a plateletlike shape, with
average lateral length-to-thickness aspect ratiom5r ab /r c
'100. Herer ab.10 mm andr c.0.1 mm are the character
istic semiaxes of the grains in theab plane and along thec
axis, respectively, if the grains are considered as oblate s
roids. The sample was cut into a parallelepiped of dim
sions 2.335.831.9 mm3, the latter size is along thec axis.
Six gold contacts were applied to the sample by sputter
The resistivity was measured by the standard four-pr

FIG. 1. The transmission electron microscope image
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ceramics plateletlike morphology.
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method as a function of temperature and weak magn
fields H<750 Oe, and then analyzed using the magne
field excess resistance method.23 The measurements wer
carried out with the current direction both perpendicular a
parallel to thec axis. The changes in the relative orientatio
of the current, the field, and thec axis of the sample were
performed by a corresponding choice of current and volt
contacts. Thus the sample position in the cryostat was k
fixed during the whole set of measurements, ensuring a c
stant thermal contact. We refer to the resistivities obtain
with I perpendicular to thec axis ~i.e., in theab plane! and
parallel to it asrab and rc , respectively. The total curren
wasI 5100 mA for both directions, corresponding to curre
densitiesj ab51 A/cm2 and j c50.75 A/cm2. The magnetic
field effect was examined forH parallel and perpendicular to
the current for both current directions, so the measurem
were carried out in four different configurations:H'(I iab),
Hi I iab for rab andHi I ic, H'(I ic) for rc .

In Fig. 2 we show the results for two configuration
H'(I iab) andH'(I ic). The temperatureTonset that corre-
sponds to the beginning of the transition appears to be
ferent in the two cases:Tonset

ab '100 K for I iab and Tonset
c

'85–90 K forI ic. One obtains an even more drastic diffe
ence for zero-resistance temperature:T0

ab'75 K and T0
c

'57 K if determined by the conditionr(T0)/r(Tonset)
.1023 at H50.

The results for the other two configurations indicate th
the direction of the magnetic field is practically unimporta
In Fig. 3 we compare the field-induced excess resistiv
Drab(H,T)5@rab(H,T)2rab(H50,T)# normalized by
rab

n (T) for H'I andHi I . Hererab
n (T) is the extrapolation

of the linear ~normal! part of the rab(T) curve from T
.100 K down to low temperatures. We see thatDrab shows
weak dependence on the field direction. Such an effect
already been reported1 in high-Tc ceramics at low magnetic
fieldsH,0.1 T. This rules out the dissipative motion of vo
tices as a source for the appearance of the excess resis
Otherwise atH'I one should obtain a much greaterDr than

f

FIG. 2. Experimentally obtained resistivities forI iab (rab) and
for I ic(rc), normalized by the room-temperature resistivity. O
can notice thatrab is almost independent of magnetic field atT
.TH

ab'92 K, and the same applies torc at T.TH
c '75 K.
9-2
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RESISTIVE TRANSITION ANISOTROPY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 104509 ~2003!
at Hi I , since in the latter case the Lorentz force appears o
owing to the field and current bending inside the samp
Moreover, the measured valuesDr(H).0.20–0.25 are too
large when compared to the Bardeen-Stephen result24 for un-
pinned vortices:Dr(H)/rn'H/Hc2&1022 in our low-field
rangeH<750 Oe. Similar results hold forDrc . Therefore
we expect that the field dependence of the resistivity for l
H results solely from the suppression of the weak links~Jo-
sephson contacts! between the superconducting grains.25 The
weak link mechanism is also supported by the fact that
upper parts ofrab(T) and rc(T) for T.TH

ab'92 K andT
.TH

c '75 K, respectively, are almost field independent. F
these high temperatures the share of the Josephson cu
in corresponding directions is negligibly small~since f ,1
and most grains are still normal,I w(T) is weak, etc.!, and the
resistivity r(T) depends exclusively onf (T). The latter, as
we see below, cannot be changed by weak magnetic fi
H,0.1 T. The presence of the field-independent part in
resistive curvesr(T) provides a direct proof for the impor
tance of accounting for the superconducting volume fract
f (T) and rules out the picture where all the grains underg
superconducting transition atTonset, and the further decreas
of r is determined by the dependence of the Josephson

FIG. 3. Excess resistivityDrab(H,T)5rab(H,T)2rab(0,T)
@divided by the normal resistivityrn(T)] induced by small mag-
netic fieldsH<750 T at~a! H'I , ~b! Hi I .
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cal currents on temperature. For such a scenario bothrab(T)
and rc(T) should significantly depend onH starting from
Tonset, and one should expect a sudden drop of both re
tivities at Tonset, which has not been observed.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Effective-medium approximation

The Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy ceramics are strongly anisotrop
due to two reasons. First, the normal resistivity of gra
~single crystals! is highly anisotropic:rc

n/rab
n .104 ~Refs.

26–28! at T550–100 K. Second, there is a large structu
anisotropy due to the platelet shape of grains. In our sam
the typical aspect ratiom of the grains is about 100, see Fi
1. Thus the anisotropic, self-consistent version of EM
~Refs. 14,16 and 17! that accounts for both sources of aniso
ropy should be applied. Since the misorientation of grains
our sample is small, see Fig. 1, thec axes of all the grains are
assumed to be mutually parallel. The resistivity of the norm
grains is characterized by a two-component resistivity ten
rab

n (T) and rc
n(T), whereas for superconducting grain

naturally, r50. The volume fractions of superconductin
and normal grains aref (T) and 12 f (T), respectively.
Strictly speaking,f depends on the magnetic field as we
However, for low fieldsH<750 Oe used in our experimen
the shift of the transition temperature,DTc(H)
'H(dHc2 /dT)21, is negligibly small. Thus one can con
sider f to be practically field independent.

The effective resistivities of such a mixture,rab
e f f(T) and

rc
e f f(T), are determined by the EMA equations:14

r̃c5
L2 f

L
, r̃ab5

12L22 f

12L
, ~1!

wherer̃c5rc
e f f/rc

n and r̃ab5rab
e f f/rab

n are the normalized ef-

fective resistivities, the depolarization functionL(qr̃ab / r̃c)
is defined as

L~x!5
x

2~12x!3/2H lnS 11A12x

12A12x
D 22A12xJ

for x,1, ~2!

L~1!5
1

3
, ~3!

L~x!5
x

x21 H 12
1

Ax21
tan21~Ax21!J for x.1,

~4!

andq5m2rab
n /rc

n . Note that sinceL depends onr̃c andr̃ab ,
Eqs. ~1! form a self-consistency problem and should
solved numerically. However, certain properties of the so
tion can be found analytically, namely,~i! the solution de-
pends on a single parameterq that accounts for both struc
tural ~m! and resistive (rab

n /rc
n) anisotropies;~ii ! r̃c( f ) and

r̃ab( f ) vanish simultaneously atf p51/3 at anyq, i.e., the
9-3
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percolation threshold found for isotropic EMA holds for i
anisotropic generalization as well;~iii ! for q.1 we get
r̃c( f ). r̃ab( f ) and vice versa;~iv! at q51 we get the well-
known EMA result12 r̃ab5 r̃c5123 f ; and~v! the supercon-
ducting volume fractionf can expressed viar̃ab and r̃c as

f 5
12 r̃c2 r̃ab~12 r̃c!

32 r̃ab22r̃c

. ~5!

In our caser̃ab(T) and r̃c(T) are obtained experimentally
whereasf (T) andq are to be determined. It is important th
f is independent ofq, see Eq.~5!, and, therefore, can b
determined from the experimental data directly, without a
fitting procedure. The effective anisotropyq includes two
factors:m2.104 and rab

n /rc
n.1024. They largely compen-

sate each other, and thus both casesq.1 andq,1 are, in
principle, possible. In our caseq.1 since we experimentally
get r̃c. r̃ab for all temperatures.

In Fig. 4 we showr̃ab and r̃c as functions ofT at H50
and analyze these data in the following way. First, using
~5!, we find the superconducting volume fractionf as a func-
tion of T that is also shown in Fig. 4 by solid triangles. No
that sincer̃ab! r̃c for all temperatures except the very ons
of the transition, one can neglectr̃ab in Eq. ~5! and getf
'(12 r̃c)/(322r̃c), see open triangles in Fig. 4. Th
means that in our casef (T) is determined mainly byr̃c .
After replottingr̃ab andr̃c as functions off instead ofT, see
Fig. 5~a!, we solve Eqs.~1! and find the anisotropy paramet
q that provides the best fit for ther̃( f ) curves. It appears tha
the upper~low-f , or high-T) part of the resistive transition

FIG. 4. Squares represent the normalized resistivitiesr̃

5r(T)/rn(T) ~denoted in the text asr̃ab for I iab and asr̃c for
I ic) at H50. Triangles show the calculated superconducting v
ume fraction f as a function of temperature. Solid triangles a
obtained with Eq.~5! and the open ones are obtained with a redu

expressionf '(12 r̃c)/(322r̃c), see discussion in the text. Th
procedure of determination off is justified atT.T0

ab'75 K. The
nonphysical values obtained forf at T,T0

ab are indicated with a
dashed line. The dotted line indicates the percolation tempera
Tp , which corresponds to the percolation thresholdf p'0.17.
10450
y

.

t

can be adequately described by Eqs.~1!, with the best fit
achieved atq536 if only the data points withf ,0.17 are
considered. At largerf *0.17, as we see from Fig. 5~a!, and
especially from Fig. 5~b! where the logarithmic scale for th
resistivity data is applied,r̃ab starts to drop much faster an
cannot be approximated with the solution of Eqs.~1! at any
q. For r̃c the fit is almost perfect for the whole temperatu
range. Note that due to mutual compensation ofm2 and
rab

n /rc
n , the effective anisotropyq536 is much less than on

might intuitively expect for such highly flattened grains.
In order to understand the above results better, we sho

Fig. 6 the results of the numerical solution of Eqs.~1! for
different q>1. One can notice that for largeq*10, which
our optimalq536 belongs to, the resistivityr̃c( f ) becomes
almost saturated and close to the limiting caseq→`. At the
same timer̃ab( f ) strongly depends onq and ~for q*10) is
much less thanr̃c( f ), except at the very beginning of th
transition, wheref !1. This result has a clear physical mea
ing that can be easily understood if we consider the situa
whererab

n 5rc
n and, correspondingly, the effective anisotro

q is equal tom2. In such a case, embedding a supercondu

-

d

re

FIG. 5. Normalized resistivitiesr̃ab and r̃c ~squares! at H50
plotted in ~a! linear and~b! logarithmic scales as functions of th
superconducting volume fractionf. The lines represent the EMA fi
obtained by numerical solution of Eqs.~1! at q536.
9-4
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ing oblate spheroid withm@1 into the normal isotropic ma
trix does not affect significantly the current and the equip
tential lines forI ic, see Fig. 7~a!. As a result, atf !1 the
resistivity is almost unchanged:r̃c'1 and further increasing
of m has almost no effect onr̃c at anyf. Quite the contrary,
for I'c both current and equipotential lines are strongly
fected by such an embedded spheroid, see Fig. 7~b!. There-
fore r̃ab drops significantly already atf !1 and further elon-
gation of the superconducting spheroid parallel toj results in
additional decrease inr̃ab .

It is clear from Figs. 5 and 6 that the apparent differen
betweenTonset

ab andTonset
c , mentioned when discussing Fig

2 and 4, is just an artifact. The beginning of the transition
better determined atI iab, since even smallf causes a sharp
drop of r̃ab . Thus the realTonset is equal to Tonset

ab

'96–98 K as has been reported for many simi
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x ceramics.3,29 For I ic andq*10 the resis-
tivity r̃c drops very slowly at smallf, therefore the onset o
the transition, if determined by therc(T) data, becomes
smeared out and apparently shifts towards the low temp
tures.

The perfect fit obtained forr̃c(T) at all temperatures, se
Fig. 4, should not be considered as an evidence for the ab
of EMA to consistently describe the experimental data.
quality results from the combination of two already me
tioned reasons:~i! practical independence off (T) on r̃ab and
~ii ! weak dependence ofr̃c(T) on q for q*10. Therefore,
the true test of the applicability of EMA in our case is i
ability to fit r̃ab(T). We see from Figs. 4 and 5 that this fit
quite reasonable forf ,0.17 but fails at largerf, wherer̃ab
drops much faster than predicted by EMA. Another appar
inconsistency is the presence of two different zero-resisti
temperatures:T0

ab'75 K andT0
c'57 K, as if there exist two

different percolation thresholds forI iab and I ic, whereas
EMA predictsf p51/3 for both current directions. Moreove

FIG. 6. Numerical solution of Eqs.~1! for r̃ab andr̃c ~solid and
open symbols, respectively! at variousq>1. The half-solid squares
correspond toq51 ~no anisotropy!, where the two resistivities co

incide. Bothr̃ab and r̃c vanish atf 5 f p
EMT51/3.
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one needs also to explain the noticeable dependence o
resistivities on the magnetic fieldH, which looks surprising
sincef is almost independent ofH for the low fields used in
our experiments.

B. Percolation of the superconducting currents

To resolve the seeming contradictions mentioned j
above, one should combine the EMA and the percolat
theory. The latter has been successfully used for the des
tion of the transport current in high-Tc ceramics,2,5,6,30,31Be-
low we show that the EMA and the percolation theory a
mutually complementary, and their combination consisten
describes the experimentalr(H,T) in the whole temperature
range of the superconducting transition.

In the SN mixtures one should clearly discriminate b
tween the ‘‘zero-resistance’’ concentrationf 05 f (T0) deter-
mined by the conditionr(T0)50, and the percolation
thresholdf p that manifests the first appearance of the sp

FIG. 7. Oblate superconducting ellipsoid with isotropic resist
ity embedded into a normal matrix where its short axisc is ~a!
parallel,~b! perpendicular to the current. In the case~a! the current
and equipotential lines remain mostly unaffected, and the resisti
does not change much. In the case~b! the effect on the current and
equipotential lines is great and, correspondingly, there is a sig
cant reduction of resistivity.
9-5
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ning superconducting cluster. The latter consists of perco
ing channels.18 Let n be their density in the direction of th
current. Each channel can carry the Josephson critical cu
I w without destroying superconductivity in the weak lin
between grains. Of course,I w depends on the current direc
tion and on temperature. The spatial variation ofI w in a
similar ceramic (Bi1.8Pb0.4Sr2Ca2Cu3O81x) was studied in
Ref. 30, where the direct dependence ofI w on the grain
alignment and dispersion of the grain sizes was found.
high quality of the grain alignment in our sample and re
sonable uniformity of the grains assure that the spatial va
tion of I w ~at given temperature and direction of current! is
not great. We find another proof for relative constancy ofI w
below when analyzing the effect of the magnetic field on
resistive transitionr(T).

The maximal superconducting current that the spann
cluster can withstand isI span5 j spanS, wherej span5nIw and
S is the cross section of the sample. Zero resistance
achieved atf 5 f 0[ f (T0) where the spanning cluster carrie
the total transport current:I span(T0)5I . Obviously, f 0 is a
function of I and f 0(I )> f p , where the equality is reached
very weak transport currentsI;I w . The latter condition can
be hardly realized experimentally sinceI w.0.1–10m A, as
we show below. The critical behavior of resistivity,r}( f p
2 f )m , obtained using the percolation theory,18–20 is valid
only in the same limitI→I w , f 0→ f p . We demonstrate be
low that in most experimental cases, including the pres
one, the currentI is large enough to cause a significant d
ference betweenf 0 and f p .

Let us find bothf p and f 0 for our sample. As we dis-
cussed above, the EMA, including its anisotropic general
tion, providesf p

EMA51/3. However, the EMA is not the righ
tool for obtaining the percolation thresholds, and th
value exceeds significantly the exact results obtai
using the percolation theory~see Refs. 18–21 as review!
for the continuum media,f p

cont'0.17 or for dense lattices
f p

latt'0.20. Recent experiments5 show that the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x-BiFeO3 composites (BiFeO3 is an insula-
tor! undergo percolation transition at low temperatur
where all the Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x grains are superconducting
provided their volume fraction is greater than 20%. Th
confirms that for such mixturesf p,0.2. For the grains tha
belong to the spanning cluster, the basic EMA procedure
balancing the excess currents~see, for instance, Refs. 11 an
20! no longer holds sinceI span does not depend on the no
mal resistivity of nonsuperconducting grains. Therefore i
not surprising that EMA fails to fit ther̃ab data atf . f p . As
we obtained in the preceding section, the EMA fails to fit t
data at f .0.17, so it is reasonable to acceptf p5 f p

cont

'0.17 for our sample. Sincef p5 f (Tp), we getTp'80 K.
At f . f p'0.17 the SN mixture consists of the spanni

superconducting cluster and the nonspanning part, conne
in parallel. The spanning cluster has zero voltage if it carr
a current that does not exceedI span. At higher currents the
weak links become normal and the voltage rises instan
The nonspanning part has a smoothI -V characteristic.
Therefore we can assume that the spanning cluster carr
current that slightly exceedsI span in order to keep the volt-
10450
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ages in the two parallel resistors equal. Correspondingly,
nonspanning part carries slightly less thanI 2I span. In order
to find I span, let us notice thatn grows proportionally to
h22, where h}( f 2 f p)2n is the correlation length of the
percolation problem andn'0.9.18 Thus we get

nab5g~ f 2 f p!2n/sab ~ I iab!, ~6!

nc5g~ f 2 f p!2n/sc ~ I ic!, ~7!

where g.1 is a numerical coefficient ands is the cross
section of a grain perpendicular to the current, i.e.,sab

5pr abr c and sc5pr ab
2 . Note that nab /nc5r ab /r c5m

'100. Zero resistance is achieved, as we discussed,j
5 j span5nIw . Using this condition and Eqs.~6! and~7!, we
find two similar equations:

@ f ~T0
ab!2 f p#2n'

I g
ab

I w
ab~T0

ab!
, @ f ~T0

c!2 f p#2n'
I g

c

I w
c ~T0

c!
~8!

for the determination ofT0
ab and T0

c , and, in turn, f 0
ab

5 f (T0
ab) and f 0

c5 f (T0
c). Here I g5 js is the mean transpor

current that crosses a single grain, ands stands for eithersab
or sc depending on the current direction. Note thatj is con-
stant in our experiment, thereforeI g

c/I g
ab5m.100.

C. Interplay between the EMA and the percolation theory

Now we can construct a consistent description of all
experimental data using both the EMA and the percolat
theory. For f, f p'0.17, which corresponds toT.Tp
'80 K, the spanning cluster is absent and the EMA provid
a good fit for the experimental data, see Figs. 4 and 5.
lower temperatures,T,Tp , i.e., at f . f p , the ceramics is
divided into the spanning cluster and the rest of the me
The spanning cluster carriesI span'SnIw , whereas the non-
spanning part carriesI 2I span. The Josephson critical cur
rent is proportional to either the tunnel conductivity32 or the
depairing current,24 depending on the weak link type. In an
case, for BSCCO one should expect thatI w

ab andI w
c are quite

different, namely,I w
ab@I w

c . In other words, the Josephso
currents in theab plane are ‘‘strong’’ weak links, wherea
those inc direction are ‘‘weak’’ weak links. A similar picture
has been considered in Refs. 33 and 34. Sincenab /nc5m
'100, we undoubtedly getI span

ab @I span
c at the same tempera

ture. Therefore, forI ic the condition I span
c !I holds well

abovef p , and r̃c remains almost unaffected by the appe
ance of the spanning cluster. As we discussed in the pre
ing section,f (T) is determined mainly byr̃c(T). Thus we
can use the EMA procedure to determinef (T) even below
Tp . The EMA fails to describer̃ab(T) there, but the latter
has negligible effect onf (T), see the minor difference be
tween the solid and open triangles in Fig. 4. We see a
from Fig. 4 thatf depends on temperature almost linearly
T.70 K. This means that theTc distribution function,
c(T)}d f /dT, appears to be almost constant in this tempe
ture range. AtT,70 K the EMA apparently fails for direc
determination off (T) becauseI span

c becomes of the order o
9-6
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I, and the conditionI span
c 5I is fulfilled around T5T0

c

'57 K. Linear extrapolation off (T) providesf 0
c'0.48, and

from Eq. ~8! one findsI w
c (57 K)'15 mA which looks rea-

sonable.
Quite the contrary, the appearance of the spanning clu

at f p'0.17 affectsr̃ab almost immediately, sinceI span
ab be-

comes of the order ofI just abovef p . Thus r̃ab drops atf
. f p much faster than predicted by EMA and vanishes
T0

ab'75 K which corresponds tof 0
ab'0.25. From Eq.~8!

we getI w
ab(T5T0

ab'75 K)'3 mA.

D. The effect of the magnetic field

Above we analyzed the experimental results obtained
the absence of magnetic field. However, even weak fie
H<750 Oe affect the resistive transition quite appreciab
see Figs. 2 and 3. This looks surprising since the influenc
such weak fields onf (T) is negligible, as we discusse
above. One should expect a considerable decrease off only
in high fieldsH.5 T, see Ref. 6 and references therein.

The excess resistivity induced by the magnetic field,Dr,
appears to be almost independent of the direction of the fi
with respect to the grains and even with respect to the
rent, see Fig. 3. As mentioned above, this confirms that
field affects the pointlike weak links and that the resistiv
associated with the vortex motion is negligible in our cas

In the presence of magnetic field the resistive curvesr(T)
split below a certain temperatureTH that can be estimate
from Figs. 2 and 3 asTH

ab'92 K for I iab andTH
c '75 K for

I ic. Above TH the resistivity is almost field independen
This can be understood easily if we notice that the Joseph
critical currentI w vanishes asT approachesTonset, whereas
I g does not depend on temperature, so just belowTonset we
haveI w!I g . In this situation the magnetic field that furthe
suppressesI w has almost no effect onr. The latter becomes
‘‘field sensitive’’ providedI w.I g . Correspondingly, the con
dition that determinesTH is

I w
ab~TH

ab!.I g
ab , I w

c ~TH
c !.I g

c . ~9!

SinceI g
c/I g

ab5m'100, it is clear thatTH
c should be consid-

erably less thanTH
ab , as observed experimentally. Moreove

Eq. ~9! provides another tool for the estimation ofI w , and
we readily obtainI w

ab(92 K)'0.03mA, I w
c (75 K)'2 mA.

The fact thatTH
ab.Tp , i.e., the effect of the magnetic fiel

on rab becomes noticeable even in the absence of the s
ning cluster, does not contradict our approach. Suppres
of I w results in the appearance of additional resistivity in
nonspanning part also, but the quantitative analysis of
effect is rather difficult, requiring numerical simulations a
will be carried out elsewhere.

It is worth mentioning that the presence of well-defin
splitting pointsTH

ab andTH
c , determined by Eq.~9!, confirms

our assumption on relative spatial uniformity ofI w in both
directions. Moreover, independence ofr on H at T.TH jus-
tifies the fact that it is impossible to describe ther(T) curve
considering solely the Josephson contact network with
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introducing the superconducting volume fractionf (T). In
other words, the percolation theory does not provide a c
sistent picture without EMA.

The particular dependence ofDr on H can be found as
follows. After crude averaging the well-known Fraunhofe
like expression I w(H)5I w

0 usin(pH/Hf)u/(pH/Hf) ~for in-
stance, see in Ref. 24! over the areas and directions of th
weak links, one gets an oversimplified interpolation formu

I w~H !.I w
0 Hf /~pH1Hf!. ~10!

Here I w
0 is the value of the critical Josephson current in t

absence of field,Hf5f0 /sw , f0 is the unit flux, andsw is
the mean area of the Josephson contact. We omit the ind
ab andc since the analysis is similar for both directions
current. When the field is switched on, a currentDI 5I w

0

2I w(H)5I w
0 pH/(pH1Hf) is expelled from a supercon

ducting grain and flows through the normal matrix. Th
leads to the increase of the normal current densityj n by
D j 5nwDI , where nw is the density of weak links in the
sample cross section perpendicular to the current. Note
difference betweennw andnspan: the latter counts only for
the weak links that belong to the spanning cluster, so alw
nw>nspan. Moreover, nw is finite even at f , f p ~where
nspan50), therefore the effect of the magnetic field on r
sistivity can be noticeable even forT.Tp . The supercon-
ducting current densityj s is decreased by the same amou
thus j s1 j n remains constant and equal to the total curr
densityj. The additional heat dissipation owing to the ma
netic field is DQ5( j n1D j )2rn2 j n

2rn.2 j nD j rn. On the
other hand,DQ5 j 2Dr, where Dr is the increase of the
measured~effective! resistivity. Thus we immediately get

rn

Dr
.

j 2

2 j nNwI w
0 S 11

Hf

pH D . ~11!

In Fig. 8 we plot rn/Drab as a function of 1/H. At H
.150 Oe we get an almost perfect straight line in acc

FIG. 8. Inverse excess resistivity~see Fig. 3! normalized by the
normal one,rn/Dr, plotted as a function of inverse magnetic fie
1/H at T580 K. The straight line is a guide for the eye.
9-7
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dance with Eq.~11!. Only theH580 Oe point deviates from
this line, probably because of the inaccuracy of the inter
lation formula Eq.~10! at H&Hf . It is worth noting that Eq.
~11! predicts a saturation ofDr at high fields, with
(Dr)max.2jnNwIw

0rn/j2.2NwIw
0rn/j, since at high fieldsj s is

highly suppressed andj n' j . The linear extrapolation of ou
experimental data shown in Fig. 8 towards 1/H50 provides
(Dr)max50.36rn. Note also thatNwI w

0 is the Josephson criti
cal current density, so Eq.~11! describes its saturation at hig
fields.35

Finally, in Fig. 9~a! we show the results of the EMA fit fo
the r(T) data atH5750 Oe, i.e., at the maximal magnet
field we used in our experiment, where the weak links
highly suppressed by the field:I w,I g . We see that in this
case EMA describes both branchesrab(T) and rc(T) quite
consistently, and even the logarithmic scale, see Fig. 9~b!,
does not reveal significant deviations ofrab(T) from its
EMA fit at low temperatures@compare with Fig. 5~b! that
corresponds toH50]. On the other hand, EMA should pro
vide a better fit when the weak links are ‘‘open,’’ i.e., atI w
.I g , and one might expect the best results from the EMA
H50. The explanation is quite simple. There are two o
stacles for the applicability of the EMA in superconducti

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 5 but atH5750 T andq517. The
EMA fit works better for this case~compare with Fig. 5!, especially
for f . f p'0.17. See discussion in the text.
10450
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ceramics. First, the presence of finiteI w results in additional
resistivity not accounted for by EMA. Second, the perco
tion of current via the spanning cluster breaks the con
tency of the EMA and requires consideration of the tw
resistor model. As magnetic field grows on, we get tw
competing effects: appearance of the additional resisti
due to suppression of weak links that should worsen
EMA fit, and suppression ofI span which works in favor of
the applicability of the EMA. The latter effect proves to b
decisive, since the spanning cluster is responsible for
very fast drop ofrab at T,Tp in the absence of the field
Therefore it is not surprising that atH5750 Oe we get a
consistent EMA picture at allT.TH

c '75 K, whereas atH
50 the applicability of the EMA is restricted by the cond
tion T.Tp'80 K.

IV. SUMMARY

We have developed a method of analysis for the resisti
datar(H,T) in high-Tc ceramics, such as BSCCO, YBCO
and similar compounds, with well-oriented grains (c axes are
almost parallel!. Our analysis is based on mutual compl
mentarity of the effective-medium approximation~EMA!,
generalized for anisotropic media, and of the percolat
theory, generalized in order to account for the presence
weak links between the grains. To implement this meth
one needs to know the resistivity data in both directions:rab

andrc . We analyzed the data obtained in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82x

and found the superconducting volume fractionf (T) and the
parameter of the effective anisotropyq that accounts for both
the platelet shape of the grains~aspect ratiom'100) and for
the anisotropy of the normal resistance of a single gr
(rc

n/rab
n .104). These two sources of anisotropy partial

compensate each other, so the resultingq can be quite mod-
erate. We obtained in our caseq'36.

The applicability of the EMA depends onf. At high tem-
peratures, wheref , f p'0.17, the EMA describes perfectl
both rab andrc . At f . f p the spanning cluster appears, a
the ceramics should be considered as consisting of two
allel resistors: the spanning cluster and the nonspanning
The current in the spanning cluster is determined by the
rying capacity of the weak links~Josephson junctions! be-
tween grains, and zero resistivity is achieved only atf 0

. f p when the spanning cluster is ‘‘thick’’ enough to car
the whole transport currentI flowing in the sample without
destroying the superconductivity in the weak links. Also,f 0

is a function of the current direction. The difference betwe
f p and f 0 depends onI and vanishes asI→I w . However, this
can hardly be achieved in experiments, and even at low
rent densitiesj .1 A/cm2 used in our experiment the differ
ence betweenf p and f 0 ~and, correspondingly, betweenTp
andT0) proves to be quite significant. Our analysis enab
an estimation of the critical Josephson currentI w in both
directions: in theab plane and along thec axis.

Even a weak magnetic fieldH,0.1 T suffices to consid-
erably suppressI w , resulting in a noticeable increase of r
9-8
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sistivity Dr. We analyzed the dependence ofDr on H and
found that it can be described adequately by our two-resi
model. We explained the presence of characteristic temp
turesTH

ab andTH
c , above which the resistivity is not sensitiv

to the magnetic field. The values ofTH provide another es
timation for I w .

This method should be useful for the analysis of the ba
properties of the superconducting ceramics, as well as
their technological applications.
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